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FROM THE DESK OF THE CEO
Dear Girl Scout Gold Award Class of 2020,
Congratulations on earning the Girl Scout Gold Award! We are experiencing an unprecedented
time in our lives and I am inspired that you did not let anything stand in the way of your goals
and your projects. I am in awe of the ways you have dedicated yourself to making this world a
better place. This year I see girls from across our jurisdiction who joined efforts with dozens of
local organizations with projects that have impacted thousands of lives. Read on and see for
yourself! Together, you took on the plight of the homeless, water conservation, discrimination,
cultural competency, and environmental sustainability. You didn’t stop there – you dealt with other
enormously important issues of mental health, addressing life-threatening injuries, helping children
in foster care, and the betterment of problems facing the deaf, the elderly, the marginalized and
even those born prematurely.
In addition to accomplishing a challenging personal goal, you now join an elite group of Girl Scouts
who share this extraordinary honor. While fewer than 6 percent of Girl Scouts earn the Gold Award,
those that do leave a legacy of impact—locally, nationally, or even globally. I know how much time
you have put into the planning and execution of your projects and you make me feel very lucky to
be a Girl Scout with you at this special point in time.
Becoming a Gold Award Girl Scout marks an important milestone in your Girl Scout career. The
same vision, commitment and leadership that brought you through the Gold Award process will
now continue to carry you to new heights. This will distinguish you on scholarship applications,
college admission essays and on your resume – forever. What you have earned will set you apart, in
all the best possible ways!
As you take your next steps, whether it is finishing high school, entering college, the military, or
the workforce, I invite you to stay with Girl Scouts for a lifetime. Be a Girl Scout with your voice and
your actions. Please don’t stop because our world will always need the people who want to make it
better. Our world needs Girl Scouts! Today it is already better for having you in it as a changemaker,
action-taker and leader. For all of this, I thank you and I commend you. You make me even more
proud to be a Girl Scout.

Yours in Girl Scouting,

Lisa Y. Johnson
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MORE THAN 100 YEARS OF EXTRAORDINARY PROJECTS
FROM AMAZING GIRLS
Starting in 1916, the best and brightest Girl Scouts have undertaken projects to improve their
communities — and the world! The Golden Eaglet insignia, the highest award in Girl Scouts from
1916 to 1939, marked the beginning of a long tradition of recognizing the extraordinary efforts of
trail-blazing girls. From 1940 to 1963, this achievement was rebranded as the Curved Bar Award and
remained the highest honor in Girl Scouts. From 1963 to 1980, the highest award was rebranded again
as the First Class. Finally, in 1980, the Gold Award was established and has inspired girls to find the
greatness inside themselves and to share their ideas and passions ever since.
In 2016, in celebration of its centennial, Girl Scouts of the USA recommitted itself to expanding the
visibility of the Gold Award and the Girl Scouts who achieve it. To that end, Girl Scouts of the USA
invited all women who earned the Golden Eaglet, Curved Bar Award and First Class – to unite as Gold
Award Girl Scouts, and with this one name, further strengthening our brand and our movement.
In 2018, Girl Scouts of the USA and LinkedIn launched the Girl Scout Network. This new option invites
our organization’s more than 50 million Girl Scout alums to connect with one another on the Girl
Scout Network to enhance their career development among the 564 million LinkedIn users. Any girl
who was a member may join — whether she was a Girl Scout Brownie for one year or stayed in a
troop through 12th grade. Yes, there is a special built-in option for Girl Scouts who have earned the
Gold Award, to add it to their LinkedIn profile.

NATIONAL GOLD AWARD GIRL SCOUTS
Every year, ten exceptionally inspiring Gold Award Girl Scouts are chosen as National Gold Award
Girl Scouts. This honor is given to Girl Scout Seniors and Ambassadors whose Gold Award projects
demonstrate extraordinary leadership, have a measurable and sustainable impact, and address a
local challenge related to a national and/or global issue. The National Gold Award Girl Scout program
provides these young stars with the opportunity to inspire girls around the world and throughout the
Girl Scout Movement — and serve as incredible examples of what it means to be a G.I.R.L. (Go-getter,
Innovator, Risk-taker, Leader).™

OUR COUNCIL’S NATIONAL GOLD AWARD GIRL SCOUTS
2005
Crystal Torres
Individually Registered Member
Pembroke Pines
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2007
Rebecca Schultz
Troop 10716
Sunrise

2019
Kai Zaragoza
Troop 10700
Pembroke Pines

ABOUT THE GIRL SCOUT GOLD AWARD
The Girl Scout Gold Award is the highest award that a Girl Scout in grades 9-12 may earn.
Someone once described the Gold Award as being “what you really want to be remembered
for” in Girl Scouting. For many, the leadership skills, organizational skills and sense of community
and commitment that come from “going for the Gold” set the foundation for a lifetime of active
citizenship.

ABOUT THE GOLD AWARD PROJECT
The Gold Award project is something that a girl must be passionate about — in thought, deed
and action. The project fulfills a need within a girl’s community (whether local or global), creates
change and will become sustainable. If it is an event, the event should be something that people
will continue for the next year; if it is a service, it should be something that creates change or
action with long-term possibilities; if it is something tangible, it should come with a plan for use
and maintenance within the community. Undertaking a Gold Award project is far more than just a
nice service project. Gold Award Projects demand the highest level of organizational, leadership and
project management skills.

ABOUT THE GOLD AWARD ADVISORS
The role of the volunteer Gold Award Advisor is to guide, coach and provide well-rounded support
to individual girls as they work on their Gold Award project plan. Gold Award Advisors are appointed
by council staff and agree to serve a two-year term. Our Advisors make a time commitment to
a girl, agreeing to support her from the point of project approval through project completion.
These volunteers demonstrate an incredibly high level of dedication, as they nurture a mentoring
relationship that promotes girls’ success in leadership, communication, goal-setting, problem-solving
and project fulfillment. Once the Gold Award project has been completed, only the Gold Award
Advisor may provide the final approval.
Gold Award Advisors have a full working knowledge of the GSUSA Award framework, as well as the
GSSEF Award guidelines, policies and procedures. Each Advisor personally organizes and facilitates
the Council’s required Gold Award Workshops (for girls in high school) throughout the jurisdiction.
They are flexible, organized, carry a strong skill set in the use of technology and utilize patience,
persistence and passion to work with girls

OUR GOLD AWARD ADVISORS
Pamela Ashworth
Ahlam “Lammy” Askar
Angela Barnard
Karyl Bertram
Debra Byrne-Mathews
Sandra Clutter

Julia Dourvetakis 		
Paula Fontaine
Sophie Gutierrez
Debbie Hanley
Lisa Tighe			
Merribeth Manning

Dr. Nazly Nardi 			
Tori-Lynn Saraniti
Kimberly Schnitzius 		
Joyce Shraim
Melanie Smith
Emily Zarzycki
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Girl Scout Gold Award Class of 2020
ANGELINA ALLEN ADULT MEMBER
FORMERLY OF TROOP 30532
Project Title: Walking for Honduras
Gold Award Advisor: Karyl Bertram
Hometown: Stuart
Service Unit: Sea Star
In most developing nations, walking is the primary mode of transportation. It is dangerous because walking
exposes people to unsanitary conditions that lead to diseases and even death. Angelina learned about
the plight of the impoverished people in Honduras. Honduras is the second poorest country in Central
America and suffers from extreme poverty. In fact, 1/3 of the population is unemployed and more than
60% of the country lives below the poverty line. She discovered that just one pair of shoes can provide
a life-changing solution and she set out with a campaign to inform others of this simple and powerful
message all over her community. She spoke to groups about the power of their compassion for countries
that have so little and how much can be gained by taking action. Angelina also partnered with the nonprofit organization, Children’s Impact Network in Lake Worth, and Christ Fellowship Church in Palm Beach
Gardens, to understand the needs of recipients as well as the logistics and costs of shipping the shoes. By
the completion of her project, Angelina met her ultimate collection goal of providing 100 pairs of shoes to
Hondurans and is proud that this initiative continues through a commitment from Christ Fellowship Church.

MYANGEL AMAZAN

TROOP 10411

Project Title: Homeless Awareness: My Angel Care Packages
Gold Award Advisor: Julia Dourvetakis
Hometown: Miami
Service Unit: Hibiscus
Myangel was faced with the fact that some people had an unwillingness to assist the homeless because of
preconceived and incorrect assumptions about the root causes of homelessness. She set out to educate
young people, and their families, on the truth behind homelessness, help them gain empathy and inspire
them into action. As part of her effort to dig deeply and share the most common circumstances that lead
to homelessness, Myangel partnered with the Broward Outreach Center in Hollywood for both learning
and service. She created and delivered a series of presentations, to a wide range of student audiences,
to explain this important community crisis and invite action to solve it. Myangel busted the myths of
homelessness and broke down the stereotypes to reveal the real people being affected every day—and
every night on the streets. As part of the actions of the newly educated participants, Myangel organized
the creation of more than 100 care packages for men, women, children, and family units. She watched as
minds changed, attitudes improved, empathy increased, and brand-new can-do people began to act and
aid the homeless.

ASHLEY BACKUS

TROOP 20589

Project Title: Connecting Countries
Gold Award Advisor: Sandra Clutter
Hometown: Boynton Beach
Service Unit: Sunchariot
Ashley’s project addressed the need for forming stronger bonds between countries and cultures—and
worked to create a true global harmony. Ashley saw how those who had not been exposed to a new,
unfamiliar country or culture were often unwilling to learn more about it. She saw an opportunity to talk
about the downside of intolerance and connect people by promoting awareness of the Japanese culture.
She knew she could enhance her community’s world view, improve their understanding of diverse people,
and contribute to lessening prejudices. Ashley designed a book to tell her story of meaningful connection
based upon her experiences in a student exchange program with peers from Miyazu, Japan. She partnered
with officials at The City of Delray Beach to share her ambassadorship and everything she had learned—
now captured in her book. Additionally, Ashley took her book, and her powerful message, to a wide range
of audiences throughout Delray Beach, including as a guest of the Morimaki Museum and Japanese
Gardens and a City Commission meeting. Ashley watched as her story impacted others and inspired them
to discover other countries—especially Japan.
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GRACE CAMPINS ADULT MEMBER
FORMERLY AN INDEPENDENTELY REGISTERED MEMBER
Project Title: Sensory Board Sensation
Gold Award Advisor: Kimberly Schnitzius
Hometown: Pembroke Pines
Service Unit: Wildflower
Grace was inspired by the non-profit organization Bit-by-Bit Therapeutic Riding Center in Davie—and
all the unique ways they provide support for physically disabled children. Young patients receive
therapy through horseback riding. Yet, Grace learned about the needs for children requiring more
extensive sensory therapy. Sensory integration can be used to advance the processes in the
brain that allow patients to take information received by the five senses, organize it, and respond
appropriately. Grace knew she could contribute to advancing their work, and ultimately promoting
future independence, with the addition of two custom sensory therapy boards that could be used
at the same time as the interaction with horses. One of the sensory boards aids the development
of fine motor skills, while the second interactive educational board supports problem solving and
memory. Additionally, Grace wanted to share the value of sensory integration therapy and the
special work at Bit-By-Bit, so she created a dedicated website about it and her project. She worked
closely with therapists to follow the repeated use of the boards in session and reported success in
the improvement of patients’ fine motor skills as well as their requests to practice on the boards.

LAUREN CORTEZ

TROOP 20140

Project Title: TNVR for Feral Cat Awareness
Gold Award Advisor: Sophie Gutierrez
Hometown: North Palm Beach
Service Unit: Jupiter
Lauren partnered with Peggy Adams Animal Rescue to create a far-reaching campaign addressing
the needs of feral cats that traps (T), neuters (N), vaccinates (V) and then returns (R) them to their
colony. She saw the overwhelming need for communities to aid these cats, but the two main ways
were not helping the problem or the animals. Many cats were being captured and euthanized—and
other colonies were being fed by well-intended neighbors. Lauren wanted to share a solution that
was humane and still addressed the issue of overpopulation. She tapped into her own artistic
talents to create original graphics that would accompany educational displays and draw new
attention to the program. She partnered with the Palm Beach County Libraries to share the displays
and the educational literature she created. With her project featured in the Peggy Adams’ “Shaggy
Sheet” and the exposure at the library, Lauren’s message is being seen by tens of thousands of
people which will translate into thousands of cats staying safe and healthy.

JORDAN GREENE

TROOP 10894

Project Title: Conquering the Digital Divide
Gold Award Advisor: Tori-Lynn Saraniti
Hometown: Pompano Beach
Service Unit: Sandy Beaches
For Jordan, using technology comes easily. However, she saw that there was a growing digital
divide affecting older adults and individuals with a relatively lower income. As she looked more
closely, the cause of the digital divide was both generational and based on financial resources.
Unfamiliarity with digital technology was holding people back from accessing government aid,
educational options, job opportunities and critical communications. She partnered with Habitat
for Humanity and created in-person workshops that educated adult learners and those from
low-income families. She saw the fear and complete lack of comprehension when digital novices
were directed to a website and her mission was to fix it! Through careful research with their
Family Services department, introductory sessions taught the set-up of a Google Drive and Gmail
accounts. Subsequent sessions focused on family budgeting and Jordan recruited an accountant
for help. Next was resume building and cover letter writing—plus a guide to using LinkedIn. Jordan
successfully secured the donation of laptops for use in her workshops; and she gained permission
to give one away to a lucky participant at each workshop. The popularity for Jordan’s workshops
grew, and by recruiting translators, the workshop lessons are now available in English, Creole,
Spanish, and Portuguese.
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SHELBY HATCHER

TROOP 20834

Project Title: Teens Save Lives
Gold Award Advisor: Paula Fontaine
Hometown: Royal Palm Beach
Service Unit: Phoenix
When Shelby learned that seriously-injured people died on February 14, 2018, following a mass shooting at
Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida from loss of blood while awaiting treatment,
she knew she had to find a solution. She found out about an organization called Stop The Bleed that
trained adults how to address wounds and buy more time for the injured, but was quickly told the training
was only for adults. So, Shelby approached a local Stop The Bleed trainer and ask for help to create a new
training designed for students called Teens Save Lives. Together, they created a hands-on curriculum that
teaches the wide range of potential wounds that can lead to dangerous blood loss and how to stop the
bleeding with common objects that students could have close by such as pencils and feminine hygiene
products. Shelby built injury simulators and added timed practice sessions that included recorded, loud
sounds to mimic real world distractions in an emergency. By the official close of her project, Shelby and
her teen-training team taught 210 students and her plan is to expand the program into dozens of additional
schools next year.

ALLISON HERNANDEZ

TROOP 10646

Project Title: Hand-Knitted Hats for Newborns
Gold Award Advisor: Karyl Bertram
Hometown: Southwest Ranches
Service Unit: Royal Palm
Babies wearing hats are cute—but there is an important medical reason for newborns to have their heads
covered. A baby’s head is proportionately bigger compared to their bodies than that of a toddler, teenager
or adult, resulting in more heat transfer. Hats are critical for preventing the loss of body heat. This is
imperative information for all new parents, but even more so for babies born in places with freezing cold
climates, and Allison wanted to make sure the message was being spread. To understand the need for
both education and actual hats, Allison partnered with Presbyterian St. Luke’s Medical Center and Rocky
Mountain Hospital for Children in Denver, Colorado and Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital at Memorial
Hospital in Miramar, Florida. She created YouTube videos to explain the use and importance of hats for
newborns and an instructional video providing a step-by-step tutorial on how to create a hand-knitted hat.
Additionally, she created and supplied educational posters to the hospitals, as well as 100 expertly crafted
hats as part of her project. Survey respondents who received a hat, rated 100% on the effectiveness of their
baby’s hat. Her YouTube video returned with 100% rating the effectiveness of explaining why it is important
to keep newborns warm and the effectiveness of demonstrating how to make a hand-knitted hat.

PENELOPE JACOBSON

TROOP 10151

Project Title: Re-use Not Recycle
Gold Award Advisor: Karyl Bertram
Hometown: Parkland
Service Unit: Everglades
People reach for single-use plastic water bottles for convenience, but this habit is having
a catastrophic environmental impact. Penelope saw the negative effect on environmental
sustainability—and the harm of the simple “recycling” messages—and wanted to make a change to
the perception of single-use plastic water bottles. Recycling has many negative outcomes; it is not
cost effective long-term and produces a massive amount of pollution for our air and water supply.
Penelope knew that re-using is the only habit that can help improve the planet. She started close
to home with the athletic department and sports teams at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
in Parkland. She set out to educate her school and stop the practice of single-use water bottles for
the football, baseball, volleyball, soccer, lacrosse, swim/dive, golf, track and field, and tennis teams.
Penelope gave passionate and informative presentations to all the athletic teams about the harmful
effects of single-use plastic water bottles and the importance of a transition to reusable water
bottles. Additionally, her education campaign included posters for the entire school and a YouTube
video specifically for the sports teams. The message has caught on at her school and is starting to
make a difference in communities everywhere.
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HANNAH JARVIS

TROOP 10237

Project Title: My Hands Speak—Making History Accessible
Gold Award Advisor: Dr. Nazly Nardi
Hometown: Sunrise
Service Unit: Royal Palm
The Historic Stranahan House Museum in Fort Lauderdale is one of Hannah’s favorite places
to watch history come alive. Recently, the museum launched an accessibility app to welcome
more visitors and give audio access for the blind and closed captioning for the deaf and hard of
hearing. However, as a passionate advocate of American Sign Language, Hannah noticed that the
app did not include such interpretation and as the Stranahan House staff was quickly learning,
many deaf individuals do not read standard English and the closed captions did not assist
them. Hannah wanted to help solve the problem and close the gap because she knew being
deaf or hard of hearing can be very isolating. After receiving the written script for the videos, the
translation process began. The scripts were so long that cue cards had to be created. The results
have been immediate as more new, first-time deaf or hard of hearing guests are visiting this
treasure, and giving extremely positive feedback to the survey Hannah created too.

MARLEY JOHNSON

TROOP 30532

Project Title: Pawsh Beds
Gold Award Advisor: Paula Fontaine
Hometown: Stuart
Service Unit: Sea Star
Manufacturing has a terrible effect on our planet by consuming large amounts of water and
creating significant pollution. Pollution is created by using large quantities of synthetic polyester
which is made using a chemical reaction involving coal, petroleum, air, and water. This synthetic
polyester is found in commonly purchased pet beds. Maybe it was the ‘tip of the iceberg,’ but
Marley knew she could make a difference starting with the groups that use pet beds most.
She reached out to partner with the Humane Society of the Treasure Coast in Palm City,
Cauzican Care Animal Rescue in Tallahassee, Big Dog Ranch Rescue in Loxahatchee, and the
Tallahassee Animal Shelter to launch her educational campaign to the volunteers at each of
these organizations. Her project taught others how to reuse discarded t-shirts to made beds and
the dangers of manufacturing on our water supply. Her future plans for this initiative include a
partnership with Florida Youth Climate Strike to create a state-wide campaign that will reach 75%
of Florida’s animal rescue shelters.

AMANDA KOPELMAN

TROOP 10442

Project Title: Drop the Drip: Modernizing Water Conservation
Gold Award Advisor: Karyl Bertram
Hometown: Plantation
Service Unit: Atikah
Amanda has a passion for science and a practical sense for using it to solve problems. Water
conservation is a global issue that demands technological and cost-effective solutions around the
world. Amanda began to explore the problem by asking, “How can we calculate the ideal time to
water plants without overwatering or underwatering them based on the environment?” She knew
the answer, involving humidity and temperature, would address places where crop yields have
decreased causing many villages in third world countries to become impoverished. Every global
survival action comes back to the water supply, so she created a device that could be used as a
prototype for more complex irrigation systems at higher institutional levels. Additionally, Amanda
created a curriculum for elementary school students to learn about the benefits and challenges
of gardening using technology. With donations from The Home Depot and Burpee Seed company,
she designed a custom garden system at an elementary school. Over 12 weeks, the students
recorded data, which was analyzed to discover water usage at large in their garden by using math
strategies they had been learning in class. Her message is spreading far and wide; Amanda has
already been approached by two schools, in Fort Lauderdale and Los Angeles, that want to utilize
her curriculum.
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MARCELLA LADD

TROOP 20140

Project Title: Healthy Hole in Ones!
Gold Award Advisor: Angela Barnard
Hometown: Palm Beach Gardens
Service Unit: Jupiter
Ella wanted to provide teenage girls a unique way to teach both health and healthy relationships
through the game of golf. She noticed the dwindling interest in the sport (especially by girls) and
knew she could reenergize curiosity while delivering a program that gave girls more than just a
textbook swing. Ella partnered with the non-profit organization, The First Tee of the Treasure Coast,
to develop a program series that taught the game of golf, yet also included a curriculum that used
golf as a foundation for developing strategies for building active lifestyles, healthy relationships
among their peers, and living the nine core values of honesty, integrity, sportsmanship, respect,
confidence, responsibility, perseverance and courtesy. Ella worked with partners and donors to
ensure all the participants were properly equipped. Additionally, she recruited coaches to work with
newcomers on skill-building and as much extra instruction as was needed. To advance her themes
of camaraderie and teamwork, she added friendly competitions on the driving range and even
in the golf carts! Ella watched as individual skills grew and attitudes improved—just like their golf
scores.

EMILY LAMPI ADULT MEMBER
FORMERLY AN INDEPENDENTELY REGISTERED MEMBER
Project Title: Students of America
Gold Award Advisor: Karyl Bertram
Hometown: West Palm Beach
Service Unit: Aquarius
The American Flag means so much to so many. It is flown as a symbol of the birth of our county
and our freedom. Recently its meaning and how The American Flag is viewed and treated, has
become a matter of conversation and curiosity. The American Flag holds a special place in Emily’s
heart, and she decided to capitalize on The Flag’s new notoriety to talk about and teach its history,
proper codes, significance, and appropriate handling. She attributes the lack of understanding
about The American Flag to a decrease in formal education in today’s school curriculum. She
worried that with this, and the media coverage of the ways it is regarded by some as a symbol
to pledge or consciously deny, could lead to unintentional disrespect. Emily set out to create an
educational campaign in partnership with the Students of America for young students. Emily
created an informative video that is hosted on Facebook so that traditional American Flag etiquette
may be maintained and appreciated. Feedback from her in-person presentations was extremely
positive, and students admitted they had not known the ways they could have been inadvertently
disrespecting this important national symbol before attending her class.

RIANNA LEPAK

TROOP 30532

Project Title: Reset Stress
Gold Award Advisor: Paula Fontaine
Hometown: Stuart
Service Unit: Sea Star
The pressures facing middle and high schoolers tend to result in worry and stress. There’s in-class
performance, homework, testing, relationships, and extracurricular activities—all to push them to the
next grade, achievement, and recognition— just to do it all over again year after year. Rianna knew
this because she lived it and wanted to get the critical information about the dangers of chronic
stress and keys to stress management to those who need it most. She built a website designed for
middle and high school students to share three primary messages: Understanding the Science of
Stress, Why We Need Stress Management and How to Manage Stress. Rianna animated her own
videos for the site and included international resources, like mental health helplines, to bring her site
to life and engage visitors from all over the world. The website also includes real techniques students
can use anywhere to address stress and panic that are subtle and effective. At the conclusion of her
project, Rianna’s website has attracted and educated hundreds of students – and lives on to help
many more. Visit: https://reset-stress.com/.
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HAILEY McCULLOUGH

TROOP 10097

Project Title: NICU Milestone Stickers
Gold Award Advisor: Dr. Nazly Nardi
Hometown: Coconut Creek
Service Unit: Sandy Beaches
Hailey’s brother was born prematurely and she always sensed the stress of the situation when hearing
the stories of his birth retold. She wanted her project to make a positive impact on families who faced
a premature delivery and an unexpected stay in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU). In the U.S.,
10% of babies are born prematurely, so the effects on the parent’s health and mental state when
spending a significant amount of time in the hospital, can be overwhelming. Hailey’s project aimed to
provide emotional support in this scary situation; she sought to support struggling parents by bringing
them some joyful and happy thoughts with NICU stickers that provide uplifting sentiments and
highlight the baby’s progress. Hailey partnered with the West Boca Medical Center in Boca Raton to
learn about the needs of parents with patients in the NICU, as well as what medical milestones could
be shared (and celebrated) that would not divulge private condition-related information. In surveys,
NICU parents shared how happy the stickers made them feel and that the NICU milestone stickers
made their stay go by faster and they appreciated the moral support and mental strengthening.

ABBIGAIL MERRIMAN

TROOP 10463

Project Title: Cooper City’s Annual Disability Fair & Awareness Day
Gold Award Advisor: Debra Byrne-Mathews
Hometown: Cooper City
Service Unit: Magnolia
Abbigail wanted a way to show everyone in her community that it is okay to have differing abilities and
“show-off” everything her town has to offer for residents who need services, and the families who
help them. Abbigail noticed a gap for services to older children and young adults who have differing
physical abilities. She partnered with the City of Cooper City to create a large-scale disabilities fair
and awareness day. The event, held last September, was for Cooper City residents who would like
to learn more about the wide range of services and programs available to young adults and children
with differing abilities—and to raise community understanding about those who may need these
special services. Abbigail’s aim was to promote inclusion, provide awareness for local resources and
demonstrate that differences are what make us beautiful! The fair included service providers, valuable
information (such as referrals)—as well as games and prizes for all children in attendance that
promoted inclusion, compassion, and acceptance.

ALLIE MITCHELL

TROOP 50076

Project Title: Operation: End Single-Use Plastic
Gold Award Advisor: Karyl Bertram
Hometown: Vero Beach
Service Unit: Indian Treasure
Pollution is ruining our planet and Allie felt compelled to address it with her project. The two largest
categories of polluters are plastic trash, including single-use water bottles, and grocery bags. Reducing,
and even ending the use of single-use plastic items, can tremendously impact the health and growth
of the population and environment. Studies show that an estimated four trillion plastic bags are used
worldwide each year. However, only 1% are returned to stores to be recycled. Allie set out to reduce
waste and partnered with local non-profit organization, Keep Indian River Beautiful, to launch a big
community-wide one-month challenge to use only reusable grocery bags, straws, and beverage
containers. She started by giving participants the reusable supplies at a local mall that she gathered
from donations, and invited them to share their progress with the group. Within just a few days the
following on her social media pages grew—as 151 people took up the challenge! Allie shared information
with her new audience about the devastating amount of single-use plastics that ends up in our
environment. Allie made “going reusable” easy and fun. She shared reusable options they had never
known of before and watched as attitudes changed for the better.

KAYLYN MYERS

TROOP 10463

Project Title: STEM to Success
Gold Award Advisor: Joyce Shraim
Hometown: Davie
Service Unit: Magnolia
Kaylyn knows that math and science make a strong foundation for students to build their confidence
and competency so they will become well rounded academic citizens. She partnered with North
Fork Elementary in Fort Lauderdale to build new Science and Math Literature Libraries, as well as an
integrated curriculum that aligned literature, Florida’s current state standards, and hands-on activities
to apply skills within math and science focus areas. Most importantly, Kaylyn wanted her curriculum
and activities to support the students to discover natural interests and skills, feel confident, and pique
their interests in STEM-based careers. Kaylyn realized that the root cause of problem can be lack of
resources because of poor socioeconomic conditions. Additionally, students in such school settings
and who reside in urban areas, may not have consistent exposure to professionals working in STEM
careers. Kaylyn wanted to ignite an interest that these students did not even know was possible.
She secured donations and purchased the equipment (such as robotics tools) and books and then
recruited professional guest speakers in various STEM fields who provided the students with a
firsthand account about what they love about math, science, and their jobs.
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MADISON RING

TROOP 10223

Project Title: Fostering Feet
Gold Award Advisor: Debra Byrne-Mathews
Hometown: Davie
Service Unit: Magnolia
All teenagers want to feel like they fit in. One big issue facing teenagers in the foster care system
is that they are often moving around, cannot hold onto many personal items, have little spending
money—and yet they still want to fit in. Feeling included has a direct connection to self-esteem,
and Madison was aware of how easily a teenager can become susceptible to sadness, depression,
and hopelessness. Madison decided to take what she knew about herself and her friends and
apply it to the girls in other high schools who also want to look good, feel proud and be fashionable.
She partnered with ChildNet in Fort Lauderdale, who agreed with Madison, and decided to focus
on new shoes for high school girls. She began by creating a club at her school with the purpose to
educate others about their peers living in the foster care system and hosting fundraisers so these
girls could have new, name-brand shoes. The club also accepted donations of very gently worn
name-brand shoes. At the conclusion of her project, Madison and the Fostering Feet Club was able
to provide more than 50 pairs of shoes in January and 30 additional pairs in May. Madison plans to
take her club and concept with her to college next year and continue this important work to give
girls a step in the right direction.

ALEXANDRA SANCHEZ

INDIVIDUALLY REGISTERED MEMBER

Project Title: Teddy Bear Hospital
Gold Award Advisor: Sophie Gutierrez
Hometown: Lake Worth
Service Unit: Wildflower
Alexandra knows that losing a loved one can have a major impact on a person’s mental state.
Grieving is necessary to express the emotions that come with a loss, so her project aimed to help
when children experience a loss and cannot comprehend the situation. She partnered with the nonprofit organization, Tomorrow’s Rainbow in Coconut Creek, to build a place for children to deal with
long term treatment, loss or grief and called it the Teddy Bear Hospital. Her special hospital included
MRI and X-ray machines with hospital beds, medical equipment and doctor’s lab coats that were
the right size for little ones and their stuffed patients. Alexandra worked closely with counselors at
Tomorrow’s Rainbow to monitor the children’s play as well as their abilities communicate fear, talk
about traumatic experiences, and assert their emotions while utilizing the Teddy Bear Hospital. The
initial results were wonderful, and her project will live on and be used to have a positive impact on
children’s mental stability that provides a unique place for healing for years to come.

RACHEL VOGEL

TROOP 10973

Project Title: The Happiness Project
Gold Award Advisor: Sophie Gutierrez
Hometown: Pembroke Pines
Service Unit: Wildflower
Rachel felt a strong connection with the children and families being served by Children’s Harbor in
Pembroke Pines. The center is right in her community and, by visiting, she began to understand
the need to deliver services that can keep brothers and sisters together, when separated from
caregivers, as well as teenage mothers and their infants. The Family Strengthening Program offers
therapies to address past trauma, chronic fear, anxiety, and stress. Rachel knew that happiness was
a tall order for residents, but it is exactly what she set out to create. In conversation, she discovered
that a Zen garden, also known as Japanese rock garden, was classically created to imitate the
intimate essence of nature and were places where people could meditate about the true meaning
of life and find their inner peace. At first the garden was designed for children as a quiet place to
relax and release negative thoughts. However, it quickly evolved into a key therapy tool for children
struggling with daily anger and anxiety, and it is a setting for some one-on-one therapy. Throughout
her project, Rachel was able to share the message about the health benefits of stress-relief,
meditation, and self-reflection with many audiences.
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MIA WONG

TROOP 10393

Project Title: Baby Barkham Markham Park Project
Gold Award Advisor: Debra Byrne-Mathews
Hometown: Weston
Service Unit: Royal Palm
Mia is a dog lover and noticed that a local park for dogs did not necessarily consider the small
breeds and their unique needs. All dogs should have between 30-60 minutes of vigorous daily
activity, and despite the common misconception, small dogs should not get all their activities
indoors. Mia wanted her local county park to understand why this equipment was necessary to
the health and well-being of the local dog population. She made a case to add another element to
her local park and enhance the space for small dogs too. She partnered with officials at Broward
County’s Markham Park in Sunrise to design and install two new agility structures, appropriate for
small dogs (including teacup and mini breeds) for a seperate space called Baby Barkham Dog Park.
The new courses gave the park new life, as Mia tracked a 125% initial increase of dogs (with their
owners) just after the park opened with the new equipment. Additionally, during Mia’s regular visits,
she was able to interact with many more residents and explain the rationale for the equipment. The
feedback continued to be very positive and park visits continue to grow.

AMANDA WYSOCKI ADULT MEMBER,
FORMERLY OF TROOP 11110
Project Title: Chosen
Gold Award Advisor: Julia Dourvetakis
Hometown: Pompano Beach
Service Unit: Sunny River
Amanda noticed a gap in female leadership within her church community. She wanted to address
this opportunity with the creation of a Girls Ministry specifically focused on high school students to
share and discover their voices and grow together with a deeper understanding of strong women
in the Bible as their framework. Amanda also knew firsthand about the of common feelings of
isolation and pressure felt during the four turbulent high school years; she often turned to her
faith community for strength. She knew her project could address both gaps for girls. Amanda
worked closely with advisors at Calvary Chapel in Fort Lauderdale to promote the group in weekly
announcements, flyers, and social media that connected girls all over the county to meet and build
their faith together, while also providing a safe space to discuss issues that face them at home and
school. The Chosen ministry focused on discipleship—allowing girls to feel heard, supported and
loved. Together the group discussed topics and issues involving anxiety, addiction, and self-esteem.
Amanda watched as girls opened to one another and were counseled, encouraged, and loved every
week. She said that the group was an unlikely combination of girls and adults together but proved a
very useful problem-solving time that will connect us forever.

NINA ZAREMBA ADULT MEMBER
FORMERLY OF TROOP 20929
Project Title: Therapy Books for Foster Kids
Gold Award Advisor: Sophie Gutierrez
Hometown: Jupiter
Service Unit: Jupiter
Children who enter the foster care system often experience trauma and confusion. Nina decided
to write and illustrate a book for children between ages 6-10 who were entering this world and
dealing with a range of complex emotions. Nina wanted her book to share the message that they
are not alone in their journey and they can be open about their feelings. The theme of the book is
an encouraging tale that invites communication and questions for all the adults in their life, such as
a case manager, therapist, and caretakers. Additionally, the story directly addresses the traumatic
experience of being taken away from parents and being asked to accept care from relatives or
strangers. It also helps to support their questions about unfamiliar places and processes, like a new
doctor’s office, a courtroom and offices. Many of the reasons that children need foster care involve
neglect, extreme poverty, a parent’s mental illness, a parent’s physical limitations, and parental
drug abuse. These young children already know the feelings of isolation and stress but lack the
emotional vocabulary to express them. The early response to Nina’s book has been positive—from
adult audiences with their own foster care journey and from professionals who work regularly with
these children.
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Scholarships
Girl Scouts of Southeast Florida is a respected authority on the lives of girls—as well as the issues
they face. Our organization is proud to partner with likeminded companies, foundations and
individuals who share our belief in the unlimited power of girls to make this world a better place.
Girl Scouts of Southeast Florida works with other leaders in our community so college-bound
Girl Scouts can receive the recognition and financial boost that they so often need to turn their
dreams of higher education into a reality.

BARBARA ANN TURNER “SERVICE FROM THE HEART” SCHOLARSHIP
The “Service from the Heart” Scholarship was founded in memory of Barbara Ann Turner, a
dedicated Girl Scout volunteer. She served as a leader, council trainer, service unit manager,
and women’s history committee member. She shared her enthusiasm and commitment to the
volunteer spirit through the many service projects she organized. Her wish was that an ongoing
scholarship be established to recognize exceptional community service. Thanks to the generosity
of ongoing donations, her scholarship has been awarded annually to a local Girl Scout who has
given exceptional service in her community.

Hannah Jarvis
Troop 10237
2020 Gold Award Girl Scout
University of North Florida

EATON FAMILY FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP
Inspired by their daughters, Caroline and Lizzie, Cheryl and Doug Eaton felt called to make a
meaningful contribution to their community in the aftermath of the mass shooting at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School on February 14, 2018.
First envisioned in mid-2018, the family focused their efforts on the development of the MSD
Heroes Challenge, which included a 1.5-mile run, obstacle course race and yoga event with more
than 1,200 participants and over $29,000 donated to several nonprofit groups. The Eaton Family
went on to create their family foundation in 2019, with the goal of providing support for their
community and those organizations promoting a safer environment for the next generations to
thrive, as a clear focus that lives at the heart of their mission.

PAUL C. EMMETT “MVP CHAMPION OF THE
COMMUNITY” SCHOLARSHIP

Amanda Wysocki
Lifetime adult member,
formerly of Troop 11110
2020 Gold Award Girl Scout
University of Florida

In 2001, father, husband and entrepreneur Paul Emmett, president and owner of Lake
Worth-based Duffy’s Sports Grill, brought with him a vision to transform a few beloved local
establishments into the sports-themed, casual-dining phenomenon we know today. Infusing a
passion for top quality food combined with welcoming, memorable hospitality in a family friendly
atmosphere, he made Duffy’s a community favorite across the state of Florida.
Paul passed away in 2015 after a lengthy battle with cancer. His family has pledged to carry his
legacy forward, by staying true to his principles and beliefs. At an early age Paul was a community
service leader and believed Duffy’s should always be an integral part of each community it
serves. In 2016, the Emmett family established the Duffy’s Foundation, created in his memory, to
keep his passion for community involvement and charitable giving alive. In 2019, his family proudly
launched the Paul C. Emmett “MVP Champion of the Community” Scholarship in honor of his
commitment to community and forward-focused outlook in both work and life.

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP
Florida Power & Light Company and Girl Scouts of Southeast Florida know how important it is
that the pipeline of female leaders in STEM fields is filled with qualified women. While the national
workforce is 50% women, only one quarter of the STEM jobs are filled by female employees. FPL is
committed to assisting girls interested in STEM careers with their educational pursuits. Starting in
2020, FPL is providing an annual scholarship to a Girl Scout who is currently pursuing, or plans to
pursue, a career in a STEM field.

SPIRIT AIRLINES AVIATION SCHOLARSHIP

Marley Johnson

Troop 30532
2020 Gold Award Girl Scout
University of Florida

Women have been involved in aviation in a variety of roles since its earliest days. In 1906, E. Lillian
Todd designed and built an aircraft, while Helen Richey became the first female pilot for a U.S.
commercial airline in 1934. At the close of the 20th century, astronaut Eileen Collins, a Girl Scout
Alumna, became the first female commander of a U.S. Spacecraft space shuttle in 1999. Yet with all
this progress, the non-profit organization Women in Aviation reported in 2017, that only 7% of pilots
and 29% on non-pilot jobs were filled by women.
Spirit Airlines is committed to inspiring girls and young women to seek careers within the aviation
industry. The wide range of professional opportunities include, piolets, engineers, flight instructors,
avionic mechanics, in-flight attendants, and air traffic control—too name just a few!

Ashley Backus

Troop 20589
2020 Gold Award Girl Scout
University of Florida

Kathryn Pettit

Troop 10710
University of Central Florida

GINA ROSE MONTALTO SCHOLARSHIP
Gina Rose Montalto was a victim of the mass shooting at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School on February 14, 2018.

Rachel Vogel
Troop 10973
2020 Gold Award Girl Scout
Northeastern University

Gina was an extraordinary person; her smile lit up a room, her laughter was infectious, and her
warm heart invited new friends wherever she went. With a kind and generous spirit, Gina always
lent a helping hand, and led a life full of joy and love. She was a talented artist, loved cooking,
reading, playing sports and was a top student. As a lifelong Girl Scout, Gina used all of her many
talents to make the world a better place. As a high school freshman, Gina was already actively
exploring ideas for her future Girl Scout Gold Award.
Gina’s loving parents, Tony and Jennifer, knew that even as her life was cut short, the dreams
of Girl Scouts earning the prestigious Girl Scout Gold Award lives on in so many others. This
scholarship is dedicated to Gina’s memory, her spirit of giving and her passion for Girl Scouting..

Girl Scout Promise
On my honor, I WILL TRY:
to serve GOD and MY COUNTRY,
to HELP people AT ALL TIMES,
and to live by the GIRL SCOUT LAW.

Girl Scout Law
I will do my best to be
HONEST and FAIR,
FRIENDLY and HELPFUL,
CONSIDERATE and CARING,
COURAGEOUS and STRONG, and
RESPONSIBLE for what I SAY and DO,
and to
RESPECT MYSELF and OTHERS,
RESPECT AUTHORITY,
use RESOURCES WISELY,
make the WORLD a BETTER PLACE, and
be a SISTER to every GIRL SCOUT.

Girl Scout Mission
GIRL SCOUTING B U I L D S
girls of courage, confidence
and character , who make the

world a better place.

